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ABSTRACT
Let us consider a specific acoustic scene appearing in a contin-

uous audio stream recorded while making a trip a in city. In this
work, we aim at detecting at the earliest opportunity the several oc-
currences of this scene. The objective in early detection is then to
build a decision function that is able to go off as soon as possible
from the onset of a scene occurrence.This implies making a deci-
sion with an incomplete information. This paper proposes a novel
framework in this area that i) can guarantee the decision made with
a partial observation to be the same as the one with the full observa-
tion; ii) incorporates in a non-confusing manner the lack of knowl-
edge about the minimal amount of information needed to make a
decision. The proposed detector is based on mapping the temporal
sequences to a landmarking space thanks to appropriately designed
similarity functions. As a by-product, the built framework bene-
fits from a scalable learning problem. A preliminary experimental
study provides compelling results on a soundscape dataset.

Index Terms— Early detection, event detection, scene analy-
sis, machine learning.

1. INTRODUCTION

The problem of recognizing acoustic environments is known as the
problem of audio scene classification [1, 2, 3]. This classification
task is of primary importance in the domain of machine listening
since it is strongly related to the context in which the acquisition
device (capturing the audio scene) lives. Typically, in order to get
some context awareness, a machine (say a smart-phone or any mo-
bile electronic device) should be able to predict the environment in
which it currently resides. In this framework, earliness of the deci-
sion is also a major issue so as to improve adaptivity of the machine.

Concretely, early detection is the capability of detecting as soon
as possible an occurrence of the soundscape one looks for during an
online sequential analysis of an audio stream. This implies making
a decision with the incomplete observation of an occurrence (i.e. a
partial information). Suppose that the acoustic scene looked for is
of finite duration, our objective is to build a detector that is able to
make a correct decision as soon as an occurrence appears and obvi-
ously before it ends. This task is often called “early event detection”
in the computer science literature, while “event detection” may have
a different definition in the audio and acoustic community.

Even though the general topic of event detection has been ex-
plored in several fields like computer vision [4] and disease out-
break [5], early event detection has just recently appeared in the
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machine learning community [6, 7]. This field of early event de-
tection is also strongly related to early classification of time series,
which is an active area of research since the early attempts from
[8] and latter from [9, 10]. More recently, a framework to classify
temporal sequences as soon as possible and with a predefined prob-
abilistic reliability has been introduced in [11].

Reliability is the first of two noteworthy concepts for early deci-
sion systems. It is defined in a probabilistic way in [11]: the proba-
bility that a prediction based on incomplete information is the same
as the one based on the complete information. This property is
essential for early systems since it guarantees the consistency be-
tween the decisions with partial and full observations. In the previ-
ous studies, reliability is always a starting point but is more or less
thoroughly analyzed.

The second important point is earliness. The detector is learned
so as to make a decision with partial observations but without know-
ing exactly the sufficient amount of information to collect. A tempt-
ing way to achieve earliness is to force partial observations to be
well recognized [12, 7]. This is quite computationally demanding
and more importantly this is a simplistic way to handle the lack
of knowledge about the minimal amount of information required
to make a decision. Indeed, such a procedure implies consider-
ing partial observations as soundscape occurrences. However, some
of those incomplete observations should not be detected since not
enough information has been collected yet. This may confuse the
learning of the recognition system.

In this work, we describe a novel and general framework to
build an early non-linear detector of temporal events, that we ap-
ply to acoustic scene analysis. We start with a reliable model,
where reliability is considered in a deterministic way: we ensure
that the decision with a partial observation is identical to the one
achieved with the full sequence. Then, we give a relaxed version of
this model. Moreover, we make the hypothesis that the sequences
are characterized by unknown discriminative audio frames, where a
frame corresponds to a single unit in the temporal sequence. Intu-
itively, this choice is reasonable: suppose for instance that we want
to detect when a person enters a kid play area;then, as soon as an
audio frame similar to a cry (or a shout) appears in the audio stream,
the early detector can go off.

Such a frame-based approach is well suited to a sequential anal-
ysis, since at each time step a new frame is collected. Moreover, it
makes a link with a relevant topic in machine learning: Multiple
Instance Learning (MIL) [13, 14, 15]. The MIL paradigm is aimed
at labelling a bag of instances based on these instances, but without
knowing beforehand which instance is discriminative. Thus there
are two kinds of labels in MIL: Y , assigned to a bag; and y, which
is a latent and unknown label, assigned to an instance. Then, each
bag that contains (at least) one instance labelled y = +1 (called
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a witness) gets Y = +1. The others are assigned Y = −1 (and
every instance in them is associated to y = −1). There is an ambi-
guity quite difficult to handle in MIL since only the bags labels Y
are known (the latent labels y are unknown). This difficulty is very
similar to our framework when we look at a temporal sequence as
a bag of frames: determining the minimal amount of information
to collect in order to make a decision boils down to discovering the
discriminative frames (or the witnesses in MIL). Thus, we lever-
age this connection in order to propose an early detector that i)
non-confusingly handles the lack of knowledge inherent to early
detection; ii) does not need to enumerate all partial observations;
iii) results in a simple, fast to solve and scalable learning problem.

Besides a short discussion about the closest related works in the
forthcoming section, this paper first introduces the proposed frame-
work. We detail how to achieve a reliable and early decision before
giving an insight on how to relax the constraints that are too restric-
tive. The last section is devoted first to a numerical evaluation of
this framework and then to a comparison, on a real-world sound-
scape dataset, to the main approach dealing with early detection in
machine learning [7].

2. RELATED WORK

Recently, the problem of early detection has been addressed in [7],
resulting in the method called Maximum Margin Early event De-
tector (MMED). This method is a loss-augmented linear detector
which promotes both reliability and earliness. This is achieved by
including all partially observed sequences in an extended version of
structured output Support Vector Machine (SVM) [16]. In practice,
earliness is obtained by penalizing wrong detections for partial se-
quences. Besides earliness, MMED tries to learn a reliable detector
by forcing the decision function to increase as long as it analyzes
a scene occurrence. This approximate growth of the decision func-
tion conveys the following idea: the more information is collected,
the more confident the decision should be. However, the learned
detector is not deterministically reliable.

The MIL paradigm is naturally suitable for recognition of tem-
poral sequences. Thus, MIL has been recently applied to early
recognition of human actions in a probabilistic setting [12]. Like
in [7], the system proposed in [12] tackles earliness through aug-
mented training sequences (partial observations) and does not focus
on reliability. On the contrary, our framework does not augment
the training dataset and leverage an embedding of the temporal se-
quences into a landmarking space by means of a non-symmetric
non-positive semi-definite (non-PSD) similarity measure with spe-
cific properties. This technique, as well as our learning problem, is
quite similar to the framework proposed for MIL problems in [17],
called Multiple-Instance Learning via Embedded instance Selection
(MILES). The main difference between our detector and MILES is
the temporality inherent to our bags, which induces modifications
of the learning problem in order to handle sequential detection, re-
liability and earliness.

3. FRAMEWORK FOR EARLY DETECTION

3.1. Problem definition

In this work, the time is discretized and embodied by the subscript t.
It can take any value between 1 and T , which is a predefined upper-
bound. Each temporal sequence is handled through a discrete time-
feature representation X1..T = (x1, . . . ,xt, . . . ,xT ). This one is

a tuple of feature vectors xt that characterize the sequence at time
t. From now on, let X be a set of feature vectors and time-feature
representations.

The aim of this study is to build a real-valued decision function
f : X → R such that f(X1..t) predicts the nature of the full se-
quence X1..T , given the partial observation X1..t. Let b ∈ R be a
detection threshold. f(X1..t) ≥ b claims that the sequence X1..T

is an occurrence of the soundscape we are looking for (this is a de-
tection), while f(X1..t) < b means that the sequence X1..T does
not represent the acoustic scene or that the detector did not collect
enough information to make a decision. This is the default state.

The problem of early detection is to detect a scene occur-
rence as soon as possible. Concretely, we shall produce a decision
f(X1..t) ≥ b with the shortest partial observation X1..t (the small-
est t), only when X1..T represents the audio scene.

In practice, such a detector is used in a sequential way. A
decision is computed at each time step: f(X1..1), f(X1..2), . . . ,
f(X1..t). When f(X1..t) ≥ b, the analysis is interrupted and a no-
tification of detection is thrown. This means that X1..T is declared
as a scene occurrence if and only if g(X1..T ) = max

1≤t≤T
f(X1..t) ≥

b. Thus, without any assumption, the decision function in the pre-
diction phase g is different from the learned one f . This situation
appears for many early detectors [12, 7]. This is so because learn-
ing directly g is difficult since it would usually lead to non-convex
optimization problems.

The main aim of this paper is to propose a framework where f
is early and can also be reliable (that is f and g produce the same
decisions). We suppose that we are provided with a set of train-
ing sequences

{(
X

(i)
1..T , Yi

)}
1≤i≤n

, where the label Yi is equal

to +1 when the sequence X
(i)
1..T is a scene occurrence and to −1

otherwise. Let k : X × X → R be a similarity measure and
{pj}1≤j≤m some discriminative frames (called landmarks). Simi-
larly to a kernel machine, in this work, we look for the detector f in
span {k(·,pj), j = 1, . . . ,m}, which is the linear span of the eval-
uation functions k(·,pj) : X → R (for j = 1, . . . ,m). Thus, f can
be defined by f(X1..t) =

∑m
j=1 wjk(X1..t,pj), where w ∈ Rm

is unknown and has to be learned. When the proximity function
k is non-PSD (which will be the case here), the functional f can
be learned as a linear function in a landmarking space [18, 19]:
f(X1..t) = 〈w | ψ(X1..t)〉`2 , where ψ : X → Rm is a map such
that ψ(X1..t) = (k(X1..t,p1), . . . , k(X1..t,p1)).

3.2. Reliability

Given the above notation, we now propose a framework to build a
reliable detector. Such a detector is characterized by: [g(X1..T ) ≥
b] ⇔ [f(X1..T ) ≥ b], where g(X1..T ) = max

1≤t≤T
f(X1..t). This

means that the label output during the sequential prediction phase
is the same as the one obtained with the full sequence X1..T .

It is quite interesting to note that such a reliable detector
can be easily obtained with few assumptions on the model f =
〈w | ψ(·)〉`2 : suppose that k : X × X → R is a non-decreasing
time-dependent similarity measure, that is:

∀X1..T ,p ∈ X :
[
t1 ≤ t2

]
⇒
[
k(X1..t1 ,p) ≤ k(X1..t2 ,p)

]
.

If w < 0, then f = 〈w | ψ(·)〉`2 is a reliable detector 1.

1Indeed, with these assumptions,
[
t1 ≤ t2

]
⇒

[
f(X1..t1 ) ≤

f(X1..t2 )
]
. Thus, max

1≤t≤T
f(X1..t) = f(X1..T ) and f is reliable.
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This statement tells us that by imposing non-negative weights
(w < 0) and by correctly choosing the similarity measure k, the
resulting detector f is reliable. The forthcoming paragraph gives a
simple recipe to design such an admissible proximity function k.

Consider a frame-to-frame proximity function q : X × X →
R, for instance q(xt′ ,p) = 〈xt′ | p〉`2 , or q(xt′ ,p) =

exp
(
−γ ‖xt′ − p‖2`2

)
, where γ ≥ 0. Then, pool the past prox-

imity values, for example thanks to an `r-norm: k(X1..t,p) =(∑t
t′=1 |q(xt′ ,p)|

r
) 1

r . The resulting similarity measure k is a
non-decreasing time-dependent function and thus it can be used to
learn a reliable detector. A particular case of this recipe (when q is
Gaussian and r → +∞) gives the function:

k(X1..t,p) = exp

(
−γ min

1≤t′≤t
‖xt′ − p‖2`2

)
. (1)

This is a radial basis similarity based on a non-euclidean metric. It
has already been used to free oneself from the unknown latent labels
in the MIL literature [17].

3.3. Earliness and learning formulation

As already mentioned, since we do not use symmetric positive semi-
definite similarity measures, the decision function f is learned in
a landmarking space defined by ψ rather than traditionally in the
feature space X . This remedy raises a new difficulty: discrimina-
tive frames {pj}1≤j≤m are unknown beforehand. A natural way
to circumvent this issue [17, 20] is to select the relevant landmarks
(during the training) from all the frames available in the training
dataset. In practice, this implies initializing the learning procedure
with many landmarks pj and learning a large vector w with few
non-zero components. This can be easily achieved thanks to an `1-
penalization [21].

Another point has not been addressed yet: how to promote ear-
liness of the decision ? A tempting way is to make use of partially-
observed sequences in the learning procedure, through an aug-
mented loss function [12, 7]. By forcing them to be well detected, it
is possible to control the earliness of the decision. This is a simplis-
tic approach and it usually leads to complex optimization problems
which are slow to solve. In the framework presented in this study, a
light way to promote earliness is to penalize the selection of latest
landmarks while considering only fully observed sequences. These
ones are known if, as suggested previously, the landmarks come
from the training sequences. Thus, we modify the `1-penalization
to get a weighted regularization ‖w‖µ`1 =

∑m
j=1 µj |wj |. Here, µ

is a predefined weighting vector, the components of which are small
for early landmarks (typically 1) and progressively larger for later
landmarks.

The learning problem of the detector f = 〈w | ψ(·)〉`2 (jointly
with the detection threshold b) is then obtained by writing down an
`1-norm SVM [22] with the features mentioned above (that is, the
positivity constraint and the weighted regularization):

min.
w, b, ξ

‖w‖µ`1 + C
∑n

i=1 ξi

s. t.

 Yi

(〈
w | ψ(X(i)

1..T )
〉
`2

− b
)
≥ 1− ξi,∀i

ξ < 0, w < 0,

(2)

whereC is a positive tradeoff parameter. Problem (2) is a linear
program that can be solved using freely available tools like lpsolve
[23]. Note that problem (2) defined with the similarity measure (1)

has the flavor of the learning problem proposed in [17] but has the
extra constraint w < 0 and the weights µ in the `1-penalty.

Despite what has been said before, it is quite important to un-
derstand that in some situations, earliness can not be controlled.
This is so if the discriminative frames are not expected to appear in
a structured manner. For instance if their probability of appearance
is equally distributed over the time-frame [1, T ]. A concrete exam-
ple is the shout in an audio recording of a kid play area. In this case,
we face what we call a non-structured event. Thus, playing with µ
may be harmful and going back to a usual `1-norm could be in our
best interests.

3.4. Empirical relaxation

As it will be revealed through the numerical experiments, reliability
is sometimes too restrictive. Even if it is needed theoretically to en-
sure that the sequential test function g is consistent with the learned
one f , reliability may be in contradiction with earliness. Note that
the main method we compare our framework to, called MMED [7],
is not reliable even though it tries to be.

In a geometrical point of view, the positivity constraint (which
induces reliability) forces to select special landmarks. These ones
should define a landmarking space in which the occurrences of the
event to detect are “above and on the right” of the other sequences.
In order to enhance our detector, we propose to replace (when nec-
essary) the constraint w < 0 in problem (2) by 1

m

∑m
j=1 wj ≥ δ,

where δ ≥ 0 is a predefined parameter that controls the degree of
positivity. In other words, the weights wj are non-negative “on aver-
age”. In this way, we build a relaxed version of our detector, which
is not theoretically reliable any longer, but which tends to be.

This relaxed model can still be easily learned thanks to the stan-
dard decoupling trick: ‖µ‖µ`1 =

∑m
j=1 µj((w+)j + (w−)j), with

w = w+ − w− and 0 4 w+,w−. Then we get a new linear
program.

4. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

4.1. Evaluation procedure

Several methods are confronted in this section, but always applied to
data normalized by their maximum absolute value. The first method
is MILES which is a MIL classifier [17]. It takes place in a land-
marking space defined by the similarity measure (1). It can be easily
extended to a sequential analysis model, even though it has not been
designed for this purpose. Then, our approach is called respectively
SimX and SimXRY for the reliable and the relaxed versions respec-
tively. X is replaced by a number that gives the highest weight µj .
The lowest is always set to 1. The values in between are defined
following a linear trend. For our relaxed approach, Y is replaced
by the value of the degree of positivity δ. In both cases (reliable
and relaxed), the similarity measure is still (1), as for MILES. Fi-
nally, in order to enrich the numerical comparisons, we also apply
MMED both in the feature space (MMEDF) and in the landmarking
one (MMEDL) 2.

2MMED is a loss-augmented linear detector, but it can be extended to
a non-linear model thanks to an adequate feature mapping, like ψ. In our
framework, a frame-based version of MMED (nicknamed MMEDL) is built
by applying it in our landmarking space: f(X1..t) = 〈w | ψ(X1..t)〉`2 .
Major differences with our approach still remain: MMED uses an `2-
regularization and asks for partially observed sequences to be relatively well
detected. We have used the code provided by the authors.
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In the whole section, AUC refers to the area under the receiver
operating curve obtained for g(X1..T ) = max

1≤t≤T
f(X1..t) (that is

for a sequential test). It measures the overall capability of detec-
tion independently of the threshold b (1 notifies a perfect ability).
Following [7], we also consider the Activity Monitoring Operat-
ing Curve (AMOC). It plots the average Normalized Time to De-
tect (NTtoD) the scene occurrences versus the False Positive Rate
(FPR). This curve is obtained by making the detection threshold b
vary. To perform a fair comparison, independently of the tradeoff
between accuracy and earliness, we analyze the NTtoD at 0.1 FPR.

Every result presented here (AUC, AMOC curve and NTtoD) is
an average on 10 random runs, where the models are evaluated on a
test dataset, after being learned on a separate training dataset. The
parameter γ that defines the landmarking space is set to 2−1. How-
ever, C is obtained through a 5-fold cross-validation (maximizing
the AUC) on the following grids: [21, 22, . . . , 28] for the toy dataset
and [23, 24, . . . , 210] for the audio one. For MMED, the values of
these grids are multiplied by n since the tradeoff parameter is C

n
.

Eventually, MMED is trained in accordance with its design, our
framework and the other confronted methods: scene occurrences
are tagged with the time frame label [1, T ] (meaning that the whole
sequence is an occurrence) and the other sequences with the time
frame label [0, 0] (meaning that there is no occurrence in this se-
quence). A quick comparison reported a faster training and slightly
better results this way compared to drowning the occurrences of the
scene in a synthesized audio stream.

4.2. Validation of our approach

This first numerical experiment is aimed at assessing the ability of
our detector to promote an early detection. This experiment is per-
formed with a toy dataset, which is made up of two classes. Each
class is a linear chirp with an additive Gaussian noise and we use
the Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) computed on a
sliding window as time-feature representation. The dataset contains
200 sequences of 20 frames. For each run, half of them are selected
for training, and the other half is for testing the models.

Figure 1: AMOC curve on the toy dataset.

Figure 1 depicts the AMOC curves for MILES and our detector
in its reliable (Sim) and relaxed (SimR) versions. First, let us have a
look to the AUC of MILES and Sim. Our detector is globally more
accurate than MILES. This result validates the role of the reliability
property. Moreover, when we penalize more aggressively the later
landmarks (from Sim1 to Sim20), the AMOC curve lies down flat

(and goes bellow the one of MILES), meaning that the decision is
earlier. This gives the green light to our way to promote earliness.
On the contrary, the AUC globally decreases (from 0.98 for Sim1 to
0.89 for Sim20), which is an effect of the natural tradeoff between
earliness and accuracy. As expected, the relaxed version of our de-
tector (SimR) improves detection performances, both in earliness
and accuracy.

4.3. Comparison on an audio dataset

Now, we go on with a new experiment: an audio scene detection.
This problem, based on the publicly available dataset from [24],
consists in deciding in which specific location the audio recordings
of 3-s length have been captured. The one-against-all problems we
have designed offer 120 sequences for training and 480 for testing,
each with 10 frames. The time-feature function used is based on
the MFCCs computed on 370-ms overlapping windows [25, section
8.2].

MILES Sim2 Sim2R0 Sim2R30 MMEDL MMEDF
busy street 0.29 0.40 0.24 0.20 0.29 0.43
kid play area 0.16 0.27 0.19 0.19 0.21 0.31
poolhall 0.22 0.36 0.23 0.20 0.52 0.61
restaurant 0.36 0.71 0.31 0.31 0.55 0.61
average 0.25 0.44 0.24 0.22 0.39 0.49

Table 1: NTtoD at 0.1 FPR for acoustic scene detection.

For this experiment, all the compared methods are as accurate
as each others (the average AUC is 0.96 for Sim10R30, MMEDL,
MMEDS and 0.95 for MILES, Sim10R0). In Table 1, we observe
that our reliable detector (sim2) is too constrained and achieves a
worse earliness than MILES. As already mentioned, this is so be-
cause a strong reliability may come as a counterpart of earliness.
However, we notice that using our relaxed framework (SimR, which
only promotes reliability) makes it possible to build the earliest
model (Sim2R30). Moreover, we remark that, even though MMED
is slower than our model to make a decision, it is always earlier
when applied in our landmarking space than in the feature space.
This can be explained by the frame-based nature of this space.

To conclude this numerical comparison, we shall note that train-
ing our early detector (solved directly using lpsolve [23]) is as
quick as MILES and MMED in the feature space, and dramati-
cally faster than MMED applied in the landmarking space. In both
cases, MMED has been trained with Hoai et al.’s software, based on
CPLEX. This can be explained by the huge number of constraints
in MMED, resulting from using partial observations.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have provided a novel framework for early detec-
tion of acoustic scenes. This framework embraces a reliable and a
relaxed model, which are both built upon a landmarking space with
specific properties. Experimental results highlight that our detector
based on similarity functions achieves better performances than its
competitor MMED [7].

Constraints relaxations have been considered as a trade-off
between theoretical consistency and improved numerical perfor-
mances. Another way to achieve this goal would be to integrate
a representation learning into the global learning strategy. As for
us, learning the landmarking mapping would be an important step
in the future improvements of this framework.
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